Interoception (the sensing of inner-body signals) is a multi-faceted construct with major 39 relevance for basic and clinical neuroscience research. However, the neurocognitive signatures 40 of this domain (cutting across behavioral, electrophysiological, and fMRI connectivity levels) 41 are rarely reported in convergent or systematic fashion. Additionally, various controversies in 42 the field might reflect the caveats of standard interoceptive accuracy (IA) indexes, mainly based 43 on heartbeat detection (HBD) tasks. Here we profit from a novel IA index (md) to provide a 44 convergent multidimensional and multi-feature approach to cardiac interoception. We found 45 that outcomes from our IA-md index are associated with -and predicted by-canonical markers 46 3 of interoception, including the hd-EEG-derived heart-evoked potential (HEP), fMRI functional 47 connectivity within interoceptive hubs (insular, somatosensory, and frontal networks), and 48 socio-emotional skills. Importantly, these associations proved more robust than those involving 49 current IA indexes. Furthermore, this pattern of results persisted when taking into consideration 50 confounding variables (gender, age, years of education, and executive functioning). This work 51 has relevant theoretical and clinical implications concerning the characterization of cardiac 52 interoception and its assessment in heterogeneous samples, such as those composed of 53 neuropsychiatric patients. 54 55 Keywords: Interoception, heartbeat detection task, cardiac frequency, heart-evoked potential, 56 functional connectivity, emotion. 57 58 59
1 5 More importantly, the approaches above share an additional and critical shortcoming: they are 98 blind to the effect of heart rate changes on behavioral responses during the task. Indeed, heart 99 rate modulates heartbeat counting (38) and detection (47) . As explained above, Schandry's 100 index is based on a single number comparing the subject's total perceived and actual heartbeats. 101
For its part, the d' index weighs correct and incorrect motor responses to heartbeats depending 102 on their occurrence in a fixed time-window that remains constant throughout the task. Thus, 103 they both fail to account for on-the-fly behavioral adjustments to heart rate fluctuations, 104 potentially produced by changes in respiration (48), temperature (49), or arousal or stress levels 105 (50). Those indexes, then, are suboptimal to determine whether subjects are following their 106 hearts' rhythm or other sensations (51) . 107 108 Furthermore, heartbeat perception may also be affected by potential confounding variables, such 109 as demographic (i.e., gender, age, years of education) or domain-general cognitive factors (e.g., 110 executive functioning), which typically modulate results in any task. In fact, some studies have 111 reported higher IA in men than women (52, 53), but others have found no evidence for gender-112 based differences (54, 55) . Additionally, although aging seems to have a detrimental effect on 113 IA (55), the lack of longitudinal data precludes excluding sample-or task-specific confounds 114 (56). In any case, most available research has not accounted for these potentially relevant 115 factors. 116
117
In this context, we recently developed a new IA index, called 'mean distance' (md) (34), that 118 captures the oscillatory coupling between subjects' responses and cardiac frequency during 119 motor-tracking HBD tasks (15, 57, 58) . This metric presents important advantages. First, md is 120 mostly uncontaminated by the subjects' beliefs about their average heart rate since it compares 121 motor responses and heartbeat frequencies in multiple overlapping time-windows rather than a 122 single time-span. Second, md is unaffected by the total number of responses because subjects 123 For all participants (N = 114), we recorded hd-EEG signals during the HBD task using a 243
Biosemi Active-two 128-channel system at 1024 Hz. To acquire electrocardiographic data, two 244 external Ag/Ag-Cl adhesive electrodes placed in lead-II were included as references. Data were 245 band-pass filtered during recording (0.1-100 Hz) and offline (0.5-30 Hz) in order to remove 246 undesired frequency components. The signal was re-referenced offline to averaged mastoids. 247
Ocular movement artifacts were removed through independent components analysis and visual 248 inspection, as done in previous works (14, 15, 59) . 249 250 251
HEP analysis 252 253
The HEP is a negative deflection that emerges from 200 to 500 ms post R-wave in frontal-254 central topographies (15, 36, 51, 52, 54, 57, (59) (60) (61) (62) . Since the HEP constitutes a canonical 255 marker of interoceptive attention to heartbeats (52, 59), its analysis was circumscribed to the 256 interoceptive condition, as done in other works (14, 62) . 257
258
To analyze the HEP, we implemented a PeakFinder function on Matlab (66) to detect the R-259 wave-electrocardiographic values, allowing to segment continuous EEG data (14, 15, 34, 51, 260 57-59, 67) . Epochs were segmented from 300 ms prior to the onset of the R-wave onset to 500 261 ms after, and baseline-corrected relative to a -300 to -200 ms time window. Noisy epochs were 262 rejected using an automated procedure, which excludes data points as artifacts if the probability 263 of the epoch exceeds a threshold of 2.5 SDs from the mean probability distribution calculated 264 from all trials or by measuring the kurtosis of probability distribution (34, 68) and visual 265 inspection. 266 12 Following previous research (57), HEP modulations were calculated in an extended frontal 268 region of interest (ROI) comprising 30 electrodes (see Figure 2 .A), and analyses were repeated 269 in three subdivisions of that ROI: a left-frontal ROI (Biosemi C26, C27, C28, C31, C32, D3, 270 D4, D5, D6, D7), a central-frontal ROI (Biosemi C11, C12, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23, 271 C24, C25), and a right-frontal ROI (Biosemi C26, C27, C28, C31, C32, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7). 272
We calculated the average HEP amplitude per subject in the mentioned ROIs circumscribed to 273 two temporal windows: 200-300 ms and 300-400 ms after the R-wave, as peak HEP amplitudes 274 have been reported in those latencies (54, (59) (60) (61) . Time-segments post 200 ms after the R-wave 275 are the less vulnerable to the potential influence of the cardiac field artifact (69-71). 276
277
To explore the association of IA indexes (md, mSI and d') and HEP modulations in selected 278
ROIs, we performed non-parametric correlation tests (Spearman's rho). Results were considered 279 significant using a statistical threshold of p < 0.05. In order to show the specificity of the IA 280 construct, analyses were repeated to test the expected null association between EA indexes (md, 281 mSI and d') and HEP modulation. As in previous works (15, 57), we explored the association between the IA indexes (md, mSI 287 and d') and the patterns of fMRI co-activation of key interoceptive regions, namely the insula, 288 the postcentral cortex, and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), which are proposed to subserve 289 interoceptive processing (5, 7, 72) . We also tested the expected null associations among 290 functional connectivity and EA indexes (md, mSI and d') . The fMRI acquisition protocol and the description of preprocessing steps are reported in 296 accordance with the practical guide from the Organization for Human Brain Mapping (73, 74) . 297
We obtained 10-min resting-state fMRI recordings from a subsample of 72 participants (see 298 Supplementary Table 1 for demographics and executive functioning information about this 299 subsample, and Supplementary Table 2 for overlap between subsamples). Images were 300 acquired in a 1.5 T Phillips Intera scanner with a standard head coil (8 channels). We acquired 301 functional spin echo volumes in a sequentially ascending order, parallel to the anterior-posterior 302 commissures, covering the whole brain. The following parameters were used: TR = 2777 ms; 303 TE = 50 ms; flip angle = 908; 33 slices, matrix dimension = 64 x 64; voxel size in plane = 3.6 304 mm x 3.6 mm; slice thickness = 4 mm; number of volumes = 209. Participants were instructed 305 to lying still, keep their eyes closed, avoid falling asleep, and not to think about anything in 306 particular. 307 308 Before preprocessing, we discarded the first five volumes of each subject's resting-state 309 recording to ensure that magnetization achieved a steady state. Images were then preprocessed 310 (15, 57) , preprocessing steps included slice-timing 314 correction (using middle slice of each volume as the reference scan) and realignment to the first 315 scan of the session to correct head movement (SPM functions). We regressed out six motion 316 parameters, CFS, and WM signals to reduce the effect of motion and physiological artifacts 317 such as cardiac and respiration effects (REST V1.7 toolbox). Motion parameters were estimated 318 14 during realignment, and CFS and WM masks were derived from the tissue segmentation of each 319 subject's T1 scan in native space with SPM12 (after co-registration of each subject's structural 320 image with the functional image). Then, images were normalized to the MNI space using the 321 echo-planar imaging (EPI) template from SPM (76), smoothed using a 8-mm full-width-at-half-322 maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel (SPM functions), and bandpass filtered between 0.01-0.08 323
Hz. None of the participants showed movements greater than 3 mm (M = 0.1, SD = 0.06) and/or 324 rotations higher than 3º (M = 0.08, SD = 0.07). 325 326 327
Seed analysis 328 329
To explore the association between IA indexes (md, mSI and d') and the functional connectivity 330 of interoceptive hubs, we selected a-priori six spherical 5-mm seeds based on MNI space: left 331
insula (x = -40, y = 10, z = 0) (72), right insula (x = 42, y = 8, z = 2) (72), left ACC (x = -2, y = 332 6, z = 32) (5), right ACC (x = 6, y = -2, z = 48) (7), left postcentral cortex (x = -58, y = -14, z = 333 24) (5), and right postcentral cortex (x = 56, y = -24, z = 36) (5) -see Figure 2 .B. For each 334 participant, we extracted the temporal course of the BOLD signal of the voxels comprising each 335 seed region and correlated these data with the temporal course of the BOLD signal of every 336 voxel of the rest of the brain (Pearson's correlation coefficient; DPARSF toolbox). Then, we 337 performed a Fisher z-transformation. The resulting connectivity maps for each seed were used 338 to perform multiple regression analyses in SPM 12, including IA score as the regressor of 339 interest and age as a nuisance covariate. To further account for aging effects in fMRI results 340 (e.g., 77), the main analysis (i.e., the association between IA-md and the functional connectivity 341 of the seeds) was also performed in the subsample of subjects < 55 years old (N = 46), with a 342 mean age of 29.26 (SD = 13.43, . 343
To consider results as statistically significant, the alpha level was set at p < 0.001, uncorrected 345 (78-81), with an extent threshold of 30 voxels (78, 81) . These parameters, reported in previous 346 works (78, 81), aim to prevent spurious findings, such as those that could be obtained with 347 thresholds of 10 voxels (74). 348
349
In order to show the specificity of the IA construct, analyses were repeated to test the expected 350 null associations between EA indexes (md, mSI and d') and the functional connectivity within 351 interoceptive hubs. consists in identifying basic facial emotional expressions in static pictures from the Ekman 360 series (82). Stimuli were displayed on a computer screen, and participants were given the 361 following instructions: "I will present you with various faces, one by one, expressing one of the 362 following emotions: happiness, surprise, sadness, fear, disgust, or anger. You have to tell me 363 which emotion is expressed by each face. You may respond "neutral" when no emotion can be 364 identified. This is not a speed test, but try not to dwell on your answer for too long". The seven 365 possible response options were written at the bottom of the screen in each trial. Stimuli 366 remained static until the participant gave a verbal response, which the examiner had to write 367 16 down. Answers given at latencies longer than 12 seconds were omitted from the analyses. In 368 total, 35 different face stimuli were presented, five corresponding to each of the six basic 369 emotion categories (sadness, fear, anger, disgust, surprise, happiness), and an additional five 370 corresponding to neutral expressions. One point was given for each correct response. 371
372
To perform correlational analyses with IA indexes (md, mSI and d'), we computed three global 373 scores: a negative emotion recognition score (corresponding to the sum of sadness, fear, anger, 374 and disgust scores), a positive emotion recognition score (the sum of surprise and happiness), 375 and a total score (the sum of all correct responses). The association between IA indexes and the 376 described global scores were performed using non-parametric correlation tests (Spearman rho), 377
considering an alpha threshold of p < 0.05. Correlations between EA indexes (md, mSI and d') 378 and the global scores were also performed to test the specificity of these markers. 379 380 381
The Awareness of Social Inference Test (TASIT) -Emotion Evaluation Test (EET) 382 383
Forty-seven participants performed this task (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2), which assesses 384 the ability to infer basic emotions in videotaped vignettes representing actors interacting in 385 naturalistic situations (83). Given that the verbal scripts are neutral in content, the emotions 386 must be inferred from a combination of various clues, including prosody, facial expressions, 387 body language, and the social situation surrounding the emotional expression. This particularity 388 makes the TASIT-EET a more ecological task than picture-based ones (such as Ekman's), since 389 it resembles more precisely the types of interactions people encounter in real life situations. 390
Some scenes depict only one actor talking (on the telephone or directly to the camera), while 391 others show two actors and instructions are given to focus on one of them. Before visualizing 392 each tape, the following instructions were given: "I will show you some short scenes. Please 393 observe each one carefully. After each scene, I will write down the emotion that you tell me that 394 best describes the feeling of the person in the scene. You have to select 1 of 5 emotions from the 395 list that will appear on the screen after each scene. The first will be a practice trial". Thus, the 396 participant was asked to verbally identify the emotion displayed by the target actor within five 397 options that appear written in the computer screen at the offset of the video: sadness, fear, anger, 398 disgust, surprise, obtaining one point for each correct response. In total, ten short (15-60 399 seconds) videos were presented, two per each emotion category. 400
401
For correlational analysis, we computed a negative emotion recognition score (corresponding to 402 the sum of sadness, fear, anger, and disgust scores) and a total score (the sum of all correct 403 responses). We tested the association between IA indexes (md, mSI and d') and the global 404 scores through non-parametric correlation tests (Spearman rho), considering an alpha level of p 405 < 0.05. Correlations between EA indexes (md, mSI and d') and the global scores were also 406 performed to test the specificity of these markers. 407 408 409 2.6. Multivariate analysis 410
411
After univariate analysis, we explored how robustly the different IA indexes (md, mSI, d') were 412 predicted by the combination of measures tapping ongoing brain markers (hd-EEG-HEP), 413 resting-state functional connectivity, and socio-emotional skills. To this end, we used a data-414 driven multidimensional and multi-feature computational analysis using the subsample that 415 included the cases that completed all sessions of the experimental design (i.e., EEG, fMRI, and 416 socio-emotional skills assessments) (n = 29) (Figure 1.C) . For each target variable (IA-md, IA-417 18 mSI, IA-d'), we performed a linear regression with an L2 regularization (84) using as input all 418 experimental features that yielded significant associations with any IA index in the previous 419 analyses (i.e., HEP modulation in the extended frontal ROI and its subdivisions, the average 420 functional connectivity of each seed associated with each IA index, and Ekman-35 and TASIT-421 EET scores) -Section 3.5.1 for details. We used the statistical criteria as filter method of feature 422 selection because this is a standard practice in machine learning studies (46, (85) (86) (87) . 423 424 Then, to explore how confounding variables influenced the predictions, we implemented 425 another linear regression with an L2 regularization (84) for each target (IA-md, IA-mSI, IA-d'), 426 adding demographic (gender, age, and years of education) and executive functioning (total IFS 427 score) measures to the previously mentioned features (Section 3.5.1). 428
429
For both analyses, we split the data in 50-50 train and test partition. Regardless of the 430 regularization parameter, the process was optimized over a validation set (20%) bootstrapped 431 from train partition. We assessed the coefficient of determination (R²) between the target and 432 the predicted value for data in test partition. To get a more realistic estimation, we performed 433 the regression 30 times and informed the mean and standard deviation. 434
435
Although our sample size is small (N = 29), as recommended (88, 89), we explicitly avoided 436
using the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method, since the coefficient of 437 determination (R 2 ) -the models' performance score-needs a large set of test samples to be 438 computed. While it would be possible to accumulate the dependent variable's prediction over 439 the LOOCV procedure and then compute the R 2 , this would not allow us to assess the variance 440 of the score (the standard deviation) due to changes in the training data. Thus, to know how 441 precise the model's performance score is when we change the data used to train it, we opted for 442 a random sampling procedure, training with one partition and testing in other, various times, 443 always sampling from different random partitions (46, 90) . performed a heartbeat detection (HBD) task in which they were instructed to tap a key following 450 their own heartbeats while electrocardiographic (ECG) and high-density electroencephalographic 451 (hd-EEG) signals were recorded. This was done twice (two 2-min blocks). Then, a subsample of 452 participants underwent a resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) session and a 453 socio-emotional skills assessment involving emotion recognition tasks (Ekman-35 and TASIT-EET). 454 B. md calculation. During the HBD task, tapping responses and ECG signals were recorded and 455 logged as marks in time. To calculate IA-md, blocks were subdivided in overlapping 10-second 456 windows starting at each individual heartbeat. The absolute difference between cardiac frequency 457 20 and response frequency (md) was computed for each individual window and averaged over all 458 windows comprising both blocks. C. Multivariate analysis. Four heart-evoked potential (HEP) 459 modulation metrics from EEG recordings, 16 functional connectivity metrics from fMRI registers, 460 and three emotion recognition scores from the socio-emotional skills assessment were introduced as 461 selected features in a linear regression model to test their power in predicting IA-md score as well as 462 two other indexes for comparison: a modified version of Schandry's index (mSI) and a d' score. The 463 regression was then repeated including four demographic and executive functioning features 464 ('demographics'). For both analyses, data were split in 50-50 train and test partition and optimized 465 over a validation set bootstrapped from train partition. We assessed the coefficient of determination 466 (R²) between the target and the predicted value for data in test partition. The md index was estimated including only 'good windows' (those that met the requirement of 475 CV < 0.5 in the regularity of motor responses) -see Section 2.2 for details about this procedure. 476
Analyses revealed that the mean percentage of good windows was 96% (SD = 0.06) for the 477 interoceptive condition, and 97% (SD = 0.07) for the exteroceptive condition, with no 478 significant difference between them (t = -1.666; p = 0.097). This result indicates that subjects 479 maintained a comparable level of concentration in both conditions of the HBD task. 480
481
Regarding performance, as expected for interoceptive measures, IA-md scores (M = 0.43; SD = 482 0.25) were higher (and thus, worse) than EA-md scores (M = 0.06; SD = 0.09) across the sample 483 (t = 15.196; p = 0.000). This result was also found for the comparison indexes (mSI and d') -see 484 Supplementary Table 3 for details. In addition, subjects' IA-md scores were more variable 485 (IQR = 1.61) than EA-md scores (IQR = 0.50). This variability pattern was also captured by 486 mSI, but not d' ( Supplementary Table 3) . 487
488
Regarding demographic information, there were no gender differences in either IA-md (t = 489 1.075; p = 0.285) or EA-md (t = -0.242; p = 0.810). Null results were also found for mSI and d' 490
( Supplementary Table 4 ). Lastly, the IA-md index was not associated with age (rs = -0.036; p 491 = 0.702), years of education (rs = -0.135; p = 0.153) or executive functions as tapped by the IFS 492
(rs = -0.040; p = 0.683), indicating that interoceptive performance could not be explained by 493 these confounding factors when taken separately. Similar results were obtained for IA-mSI and 494 IA-d' ( Supplementary Table 5 ). On the other hand, the number of years of education and the 495 total IFS score were significantly correlated with EA-md (rs = -0.288; p = 0.003 and rs = -496 0.255; p = 0.013, respectively), possibly reflecting the demands of attending to external stimuli. 497
These results were replicated for EA-d', but not for the EA-mSI index (Supplementary Table  498 5). 499 500 501
HEP results 502 503
As expected, we found a significant positive correlation between IA-md scores and HEP 504 amplitude in a window of 300-400 ms after the R-wave peak in the defined extended ROI 505 comprising 30 fronto-central electrodes (rs = 0.281; p = 0.002) (Figure 2.A) . Since the md 506 22 index is an error score, this result indicates that lower (thus, better) IA-dm scores are associated 507 with more negative HEP modulations. Similar results were obtained when tested in the 508 subdivisions of that ROI ( Supplementary Table 6 ). However, IA-md was not associated with 509 HEP amplitude in the earlier 200-300-time window (rs = 0.148; p = 0.117). In addition, no 510 significant association was found between EA-md and HEP modulation. Finally, IA and EA 511 scores derived from mSI and d' did not correlate with HEP modulation in any window or ROI 512 ( Supplementary Table 6; Supplementary Figures 1.A and 2.A) . 513 514 515
Functional connectivity results 516 517
Seed analysis revealed significant associations between IA-md and the functional connectivity 518
of key interoceptive hubs, mainly in the left hemisphere (Figure 2.B) . More specifically, md 519 was negatively associated with the strength of the correlation between the temporal course of 520 the BOLD signal of the selected seeds (bilateral insula, ACC, and postcentral cortex) and the 521 temporal course of the BOLD signal in insular, frontal, temporal, postcentral, precentral, and 522 inferior parietal cortical regions ( Supplementary Table 7 ). Repeating this analysis in the 523 subsample of subjects < 55 years old yielded a consistent though more widespread pattern of 524 results ( Supplementary Table 8 and Supplementary Figure 3) . Results were also replicated 525 for IA-mSI ( Supplementary Table 9 and Supplementary Figure 1.B) , although the strength 526 of association was significantly lower than that for IA-md (t = -9.14; p = 0.000) -527 Supplementary Figure 4 . For its part, the IA-d' index correlated with the functional 528 connectivity between the seeds and ACC, precentral, postcentral, frontal and temporal regions 529
( Supplementary Table 10 and Supplementary Figure 2.B) . In contrast, no significant 530 associations were found for EA measured as md and mSI (Supplementary Figures 5 and 6) . 531
Lastly, while the functional connectivity of some seeds appeared significantly correlated with 532 23 EA-d', these do not belong to interoceptive networks, but comprise occipital, precuneus, and 533 cerebellar regions ( Supplementary Table 11 and Supplementary Figure 7) . All fMRI results 534 were considered significant with a statistical threshold of p < 0.001, uncorrected, extent 535 threshold = 30 voxels (78, 81) . The subjects' performance in emotion recognition tasks is displayed in Supplementary Table  541 12. We found significant associations between IA-md scores and measures of negative emotion 542 recognition. More specifically, better performance (lower IA-md scores) correlated with higher 543 scores in the recognition of negative emotions in the two tasks administered: Ekman-35 (rs = -544 0.323; p = 0.022) and TASIT-EET (rs = -0.328; p = 0.034). For visualization purposes, Figure  545 2.C displays the correlation between IA-md and a composite negative emotion recognition 546 score, comprised by the sum of the subjects' performance in both tasks. In addition, we found a 547 significant negative correlation between IA-md and TASIT-EET total score (rs = -0.403; p = 548 0.005), and a trend toward significance in the association between IA-md and Ekman-35 total 549 score (rs = -0.263; p = 0.065). In contrast, IA-md was not correlated with positive emotion 550 recognition -as measured with Ekman-35 (rs = 0.088; p = 0.543). Results concerning TASIT 551 (negative emotion recognition and total scores) were replicated for IA-d', but not for mSI. 552
Additionally, IA-mSI and IA-d' were not associated with positive emotion recognition. 553
Furthermore, no significant associations were found between EA -as measured by md, mSI and 554 d'-and emotion recognition measures (All these results are provided in Supplementary Table  555 13). and right-frontal subdivisions of that ROI (since all these variables were significantly associated 568 with IA-md); 569 -Sixteen fMRI metrics: the average functional connectivity of each seed that showed a 570 significant association with each IA index (i.e., 6 features corresponding to the functional 571 connectivity of the 6 seeds that showed significant associations with IA-md -Supplementary 572 Table 7 , 5 features corresponding to the functional connectivity of the 5 seeds that showed 573 significant associations with IA-mSI - Supplementary Table 9 , and 5 features corresponding to 574 the functional connectivity of the 5 seeds that showed significant associations with IA-d' -575 Supplementary Table 10) ; and 576 -Three socio-emotional skills metrics: Ekman-35 negative emotion recognition score (since this 577 variable was significantly correlated with IA-md), and TASIT-EET negative emotion 578 recognition and total scores (since these last two variables were significantly correlated with IA-579 md and IA-d') - Supplementary Table 13 . This work provides, for the first time, a systematic multidimensional approach to cardiac 626 interoception in combination with a dynamic and sensitive IA index (i.e., md) during a validated 627 motor-tracking HBD task (34). We showed that this metric is associated with canonical 628 neurocognitive markers of interoception, including the HEP, functional connectivity within 629 interoceptive hubs, and socio-emotional skills. Furthermore, using a multivariate regression 630 model, we showed that IA-md can be predicted by those markers better than by mainstream IA 631 indexes (mSI and d'). Lastly, while IA-md was not directly associated with the sample's 632 28 demographic variables (age, gender, and years of education) and overall executive functioning, 633 adding these features to the multivariate regression model increased predictive precision, 634
suggesting that IA-md is more sensitive to non-interoceptive variables that may partially 635 account for subjects' performance in the HBD task. Therefore, our approach represents a robust 636 framework for the field, since the IA-md index overcomes several methodological limitations of 637 mainstream alternatives, including Schandry's index and the d' index. 638 639 First, we assessed whether our md index yielded predictable behavioral results by 640 discriminating between interoceptive and exteroceptive abilities. We found poorer performance 641 in the former condition when measured with md, but also with mSI and d'. Note, in this sense, 642 that the interoceptive condition of the HBD task (where participants are asked to follow their 643 own heartbeats without taking their pulse) involves high uncertainty, usually resulting in floor-644 level scores regardless of the method used to quantify IA (40). In addition, IA-md scores were 645 more variable than EA-md scores, again reflecting the high degree of uncertainty of the 646 interoceptive condition and the dispersion found in interoceptive ability in the general 647 population (22, 30, 91) . 648
649
Regarding the relationship between md and neurophysiological markers of interoception, we 650 found a significant correlation between IA scores and HEP modulation (the better IA-md score, 651 the more negative the amplitude of the HEP). The negative-going modulation of the HEP is 652 considered a canonical marker of interoception since it (i) captures allocation of attention to 653 body signals (52, 59, 92, 93) , (ii) distinguishes between good and bad heartbeat perceivers (54, 654 61), and (iii) has sources in interoceptive hubs (61). However, the association between HEP 655 amplitude and behavioral performance in HBD tasks have proven elusive (15, 94, 95) . 656
Similarly, in our study, HEP modulation was not significantly associated with either IA-mSI or 657 29 IA-d' outcomes. Importantly, EA was not related to HEP amplitude regardless of the method 658 used, highlighting the specificity of the result for the IA-md index. 659
660
Results concerning hemodynamic markers of interoception also support the sensitivity of our 661 md index. Indeed, IA-md was related to functional connectivity among interoceptive networks. 662
Specifically, we found that, the better IA-md score, the stronger the resting-state functional 663 connectivity among insular, somatosensory (i.e., postcentral), frontal, temporal, and ACC 664 regions. These results are in line with previous studies from active (7, 8, 72) and resting-state 665 (14, 15) fMRI experiments consistently implicating those cortical structures in interoception. 666
Particularly, the insular and somatosensory cortices play a key role in mapping the 667 physiological condition of the body and in using that information to generate subjective feeling 668 states (6, 7). Connections within interoceptive seeds and frontal regions (i.e., middle and 669 superior frontal gyrus) may reflect the allocation of attention to endogenous stimuli needed for 670 decision making (i.e., tapping responses) during the task (96). In contrast to previous evidence 671 (5, 7), the involvement of the ACC was minor in the present study. However, this is not 672 surprising since this region might be more relevant for top-down executive monitoring (97), 673 while a primary tracking of bodily changes would occur in insular and somatosensory cortices 674 (98). 675
676
It is worth noting that our functional connectivity results showed a bilateral but more left-677 lateralized insular involvement. This finding would seem to clash with previous reports of 678 predominantly right-sided insular activity in the processing of interoceptive signals (7, 72, 99) . 679
However, meta-analytic evidence of interoception (5, 72, 100) has revealed a significant 680 engagement of the left insula, slightly below that of the right insula. Moreover, in Adolfi's study 681
(5) while the greatest likelihood of activation was found within the right insular cortex (BA13), 682 additional significant clusters in the left insula (BA13) comprised a greater number of voxels, 683 30 suggesting a greater spatial extent in that region. Bilateral modulations of the insula (7, 99, 101-684 106) and the neighboring Rolandic operculum (107) have also been consistently reported during 685 active cardiac interoceptive tasks. In fact, motor-tracking HBD tasks similar to ours have 686 yielded activations not only in the right anterior insula/frontal operculum (8), but also (and 687 exclusively) in the left insula (108). Finally, and more pertinent to our results, previous 688 associations between resting-state fMRI connectivity and IA in HBD tasks have yielded mixed 689 results. Chong et al. (109) reported a significant correlation between heartbeat counting scores 690 and salience network connectivity in the right posterior insula, but also a trend towards a 691 positive association in the left posterior insula, suggesting the involvement of a bilateral insular 692 pattern in cardiac monitoring. More specifically, using the same motor-tracking HBD task as 693 ours, positive associations have been found between IA scores and the functional connectivity 694 of the left or bilateral insula (14, 34, 57) . Taken together, all this evidence supports the bilateral 695 involvement of the insula in cardiac interoception, even in experimental settings very similar to 696 the present one. 697
698
In particular, the specific left (and bilateral) insula involvement during motor-tracking HBD 699 performance could be interpreted in light of the embodied predictive interoception coding 700 (EPIC) model (110), which proposes an active inference account of interoception. According to 701 the EPIC model, the interoceptive system in the brain is composed by agranular visceromotor 702 regions (e.g., anterior insula, posterior ventromedial prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex) that 703 generate interoceptive predictions and prediction errors from actual sensory signals (related 704 from the body to the granular layer IV of the primary insular interoceptive cortex). The 705 prediction errors can in turn act as a forward model to prime motor responses. Thus, the mid-706 posterior insula would compute the interoceptive prediction error and propagate it back to the 707 deep layers of the visceromotor regions where the predictions originated. In this context, we 708 propose a forward model based on intra-hemispheric insular-motor system connections: Insular 709 hubs may convey information from interoceptive predictions errors to adjust motor actions 710 31 (here, tapping responses to heartbeats). Since the majority of our subjects were right-handed, the 711 lateralization of results to the left insula could be explained by the intra-hemispheric 712 connections with the left motor system corresponding to the dominant hand-movements. 713
However, further research is required to directly test the hypothesis of this forward model. 714
715
The pattern of functional connectivity results described above was replicated when excluding 716 older adults (> 55 years old) from the analysis ( Supplementary Table 8 and Supplementary  717   Figure 3 ), suggesting common mechanisms across a very large age-range. Results were also 718 replicated for IA-mSI, although less robustly. Regarding the functional connectivity associated 719 with IA-d', it did not involve the insular cortex, a key interoceptive hub (6). Thus, fMRI results 720 favor our IA-md index. Importantly, all reported associations were specific for IA (as opposed 721
to EA) scores, supporting the construct validity of IA-md index as a measure of interoceptive 722 ability. 723
724
The link between interoception and socio-emotional processing is grounded in strong theoretical 725 frameworks (4, 6, (111) (112) (113) , with embodied simulation accounts suggesting that individuals 726 might be able to recognize others' emotions by means of body resonance and by interpreting the 727 corresponding interoceptive signals (114). However, these ideas have received sparse empirical 728 support from HBD tasks, with some studies reporting associations between IA and the 729 sensitivity to facial emotions (115), empathy (23), or affective theory of mind (24), and others 730 providing incongruent findings regarding emotion perception (116) and various socio-emotional 731 skills (25). We suggest this might be due to the index used to quantify interoception. In fact, 732 here we found significant associations between interoceptive ability and socio-emotional skills 733 when IA was measured with md, but not with mSI or d'. More specifically, IA-md correlated 734 with the recognition of negative emotions in others in two tasks: one consisting on identifying 735 facial emotions in static pictures (i.e., Ekman-35) (82), and another with greater contextual load, 736 32 consisting in recognizing emotions in naturalistic social scenarios (i.e., TASIT-EET) (83), 737 which implicates social cognition skills in general, and theory of mind in particular. 738
Additionally, associations with interoception were specific for negative (as opposed to positive) 739 emotion recognition, in accordance to previous research (7). This specificity may reflect 740 common neural substrates between interoception and the processing of negative affective states, 741 such as disgust (117), pain processing (118), empathy for pain (118), envy (119), and social 742 exclusion (120), among others, all of which converge in the insular cortex and the ACC. Thus, 743 the md index may be more sensitive to capture the theoretical role of interoception in the 744 vicarious experience of emotional states. Note that we found no relationship between EA and 745 emotion recognition, underscoring the specificity of results for our IA-md index. 746
747
After univariate analysis, we aimed to test how the combination of multiple dimensions (i.e., 748 electrophysiological, hemodynamic, behavioral) explained the variance in the sample's IA 749 scores when measured by each index (md, mSI and d'). Thus, we performed a data-driven 750 multivariate regression including as selected features all the variables yielding significant 751 associations with IA in the previous analyses. Results revealed that prediction was more 752 accurate for md, indicating that our measure better captures interoceptive features across 753 dimensions. Furthermore, these results persisted (and even increased for md and mSI) when 754 adding confounding variables to the model, including demographics and executive functioning 755 information. Thus, domain-general factors may interact with specific interoceptive dimensions 756 in explaining the variance in IA scores. Indeed, interoceptive performance might prove better in 757 male (52, 53) and young (55) subjects, in relation to mediating factors such as body 758 composition (percentage of body fat) (121). In addition, cognitive abilities (indexed here as 759 executive functioning) may also impact on HBD performance. Educational level can also 760 influence interoceptive outcomes through its relationship with cognitive functioning (122) . 761
Importantly, we did not find associations between IA and any of those factors when assessed 762 with univariate methods (i.e., Spearman correlations). In contrast, EA was related to executive 763 33 performance and years of education, reflecting the capacity to attend to external stimuli, as 764 expected. However, when these variables were included in the multivariate model alongside 765 interoceptive markers, they increased predictions for IA-md, suggesting our measure 766 outperforms other measures in capturing interoceptive variability induced by confounding 767 factors. This finding has relevant implications concerning the assessment of interoception in 768 heterogeneous samples, such as those composed of neuropsychiatric patients. 769
770
In sum, this work represents a robust approach combining different dimensions (i.e., 771 electrophysiological, hemodynamic, behavioral) to evaluate HBD-derived IA with different 772 measures. Results also support the validity of our newly developed index (i.e., md), which 773 overcomes major limitations of other widely used alternatives. As this measure is based on 774 capturing synchrony, it is less contaminated by confounding factors such as heart rate 775 estimations (which affects Schandry's index), and it avoids arbitrary definitions of time-lapses 776 to determine correct responses (which affects the d' index). More importantly, in contrast to 777 other metrics, IA-md accounts for heart changes effects in subjects' online performance during 778 motor-tracking HBD tasks. This aspect might be crucial in making IA-md a more sensible index 779 of interoceptive ability. Indeed, interoceptive stimuli (i.e., heartbeats) are variable and 780 temporally inconsistent by nature. As the literature on action-perception coupling shows, expert 781 individuals are indeed more efficient at tracking unexpected changes in task-relevant 782 exteroceptive stimuli (e.g., a ball moving in a sport context) (123). Analogously, individuals 783 with good interoceptive abilities could prove better at detecting the changing rhythm of inner 784 stimuli (i.e., their heart rate), and IA-md is designed to capture such ability. 785 786 Also, our results are relevant for the assessment of interoception with clinical aims. In fact, the 787 literature concerning interoceptive alterations in neuropsychiatry are partially inconsistent (e.g., 788 26, 27), contrasting its theoretical relevance and therapeutic potential (17). The md index, 789 34 whose validity and sensitivity are supported by its associations with multiple dimensional 790 canonical markers of interoception, could be helpful in this regard. 791 792 Future works should also assess whether our results reflect the neurocognitive correlates of 793 interoception beyond the cardiac domain, and whether our measure (md) is sensitive to tap 794 interoceptive abilities related to other systems. Indeed, interoception has been mainly studied 795 through HBD tasks because heartbeats are discrete and frequent internal events that can be 796 easily, non-invasively, and objectively measured (30) and/or manipulated (40). However, 797
interoception is not limited to cardiac sensations, but also includes the monitoring of other 798
internal signals, such as thermoceptive, nociceptive, respiratory, and gastrointestinal (GI) 799 stimuli (6, 17, 121, (124) (125) (126) . Based on evidence showing an overlap between cardiac and non-800 cardiac -particularly GI-interoceptive abilities (127, 128), we hope our results could be 801 extrapolated to other interoceptive modalities. Notwithstanding, more research is needed to 802 effectively test the assumption that interoceptive signal detection and awareness work in a 803 coherent and coordinated fashion across different systems (see, for example, 129, 130-132) . 804
Here we have provided a systematic framework that, although based on heartbeat detection, has 805 the potential to be used in other contexts. In principle, our index can be implemented in any 806 setting involving self-detectable organs' signals. To illustrate, the GI system, as the heart, also 807 generates its own rhythm (125, 133), which can be measured through non-invasive 808 electrogastrography (e.g., 127). 809
810
Moving forward from the cardiovascular system to study other interoceptive modalities -and 811 how they influence and are influenced by cognition and emotion-is necessary to create 812 "interoceptive profiles" (17) and expand our knowledge about the mechanisms by which 813 individuals sense their physiological condition in health and disease (17). Moreover, since 814 heartbeat detection is itself difficult (with approximately 40% of subjects reporting not being 815 35 able to consciously register their heartbeats at all) (40), the development of experimental 816 paradigms aimed at assessing other interoceptive modalities would be promising. 817 818 Some limitations must be acknowledged. First, its correlational approach prevents us from 819 making causal claims. Future studies should include experimental manipulations to directly 820 assess the impact of cardiac frequency changes in HBD performance. Second, our fMRI 821 analysis was based on resting-state spontaneous fluctuations of the BOLD signal, which 822 constitute only indirect evidence of the neural correlates of interoception. The use of active 823 fMRI tasks would be useful to more precisely detect the cortical regions involved in online 824 interoceptive processing. Finally, note that we used a permissive alpha value for our functional 825 connectivity analyses (p < 0.001 uncorrected, extent threshold = 30 voxels) (78, 81). However, 826 our analyses were hypothesis-driven and results actually align with previous literature, 827
suggesting that we found a true effect that could have been missed with a more conservative 828 approach (134). 829
830
In conclusion, here we provided evidence for a multidimensional and multi-feature framework 831 to interoception combined with a new IA index (md) capturing oscillatory couplings between 832 heartbeats and responses during a validated HBD task. Comparisons of this index with other 833 commonly used ones, alongside multivariate analysis, suggest the IA-md index would constitute 834 a better proxy of interoceptive dynamics, even in highly heterogeneous samples. These results 835 pave the way for new theoretical and clinical breakthroughs in the study of interoception. 
